
TO THE ATTENTION OF AUTHORS 

1. The main purpose of the journal is the publication of scientific articles of high 

quality meeting determined needs written on pedagogy, psychology, history, 

philology, mathematics and informatics, biology and art. 

2. Briefly and perfectly edited scientific articles which are the results of novel 

researches not presented to other publications are published in the journal. 

3. An author is firstly responsible for the accuracy of the facts shown in the 

articles. 

4. In the article the scientific article is published on the basis of review of one of 

the editorial staff`s member on relevant field and an anonymous specialist. 

5. The articles may be published in 3 languages - Azerbaijani, English and 

Russian. Except the language of the article, key words and resume should be given 

in 2 other languages. 

6. The text of the article is presented to the editorial office of the journal written in 

computer, with A4 format, in “14” size type, with the margin parameters of 2 cm at 

the top, 2 cm at the bottom, 3 cm on the left and 1,5 cm on the right, without 

shifting with “hyphen” from line to line, with the line space of 1 interval and in 

Times New Roman type. The parameters of the schedule in the text must be – 3,7 

cm from right and left.  

7. At the top of the page, the title of the article is written in “12” bold type and 

capital letters leaving 1 interval space, with the name and surname of the author 

(authors) written in “12” bold type leaving 1 interval space (for example, 

Nakhchivan Teachers’ Institute, Nakhchivan State University, Nakhchivan section 

of ANAS and so on). The main text of the article is written below leaving 1 line 

space.  

8. Scientific sources should be quoted related to the theme. The list of references 

given at the end of the article should be written in “12” size type. The list of 

references should not be numbered in alphabetic order, it should be numbered in 

the order as the quoted references are met in the text. For example, it should be 

marked as [1], [1, p.119]. If the same reference is quoted once again in another 

place of the text, the very reference should be shown in previous number. The 

word “Reference” should be written in bold type. The list of references is given in 

case letters in the language which is written. For example, Books: Mehrabov, A., 

Javadov I. Monitoring and evaluation in comprehensive schools. Baku, 2007, 182 

pp. Articles in bouk: Habibbaily I.A. Science and Culture in Nakhchivan/ 

Nakhchivan in Azerbaijan history. Baku: Science, 1996 p.73-91 Articles in journal: 

Seyidov M.A., Seyidova A.M. Usage methods of interdisciplinary relationships in 



the teaching of chemical elements// News of Nakhchivan Teachers’ Institute, 2008, 

№ 1 (13), p.97-100.  

9. In the resume of the article, the name and surname of the author sould be written 

in “12” size case, bold letters; the title of the theme should be written in capital and 

bold letters; and the resume itself is written in ordinary letters. The resume should 

encompass the theme completely, the results obtained should be given in detail. 

The resumes of the article in different languages should overlap and be relevant to 

the content of the article.  

10. The total volume of the article should not exceed 10 pages including graphic 

materials, photos, tables, formulae, the list of references and resumes.  

11. The printed manuscript is presented to the editorial office together with the 

floppy disk. Manuscripts are also available electronically. In this case, the 

manuscript is sent to the journal's e-mail (elmihisse@nmi.edu.az).  

12. The authors also submit a review with the manuscript. In the review, the author 

will be given detailed information about the author (surname, name and 

patronymic, workplace, post, degree of science and scientific title, address, work 

and home phones, electronic mail address).  

Note: Only one article by the author is considered to be published in every issue of 

“Scientific Works” journal of Nakhchivan Teachers’ Institute 


